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Abstract
Scenario of baryogenesis is considered in which primordial plasma starting from the
Planck scale consists of primordial particles being the precursors of electrons and clus-
ters of particles being the precursors of protons. Equilibrium between the precursors
of protons and the precursors of electrons is defined by the proton-electron mass dif-
ference. At the temperature equal to the mass of electron, primordial particles transit
into protons, electrons, photons.
Standard scenario of baryogenesis occurs as follows [1]. In the thermodynamically equi-
librium primordial plasma, all the particles with m ≤ T exist in equal abundances per spin
degree of freedom. This means that, at T > mp, there exist approximately equal abundances
of protons p and antiprotons p¯. Excess of baryonic charge arises in the processes of X, Y-
bosons decays under the following conditions: non-conservation of the baryonic charge and
CP-violation. At T < mp, pp¯ annihilate, with the excess of p survives.
Let us consider another scenario of baryogenesis in which primordial plasma starting from
the Planck scale T = mP l consists of primordial fermions. At T = me, primordial fermions
transit into protons, electrons, photons.
Let us assume that primordial plasma consists of primordial fermions which have only
spin quantum number. That is primordial plasma consists of primordial fermions with the
spin up ↑ and down ↓. Then the sequence of transformations ↑↓↑↓↑ transits the particle
into itself. Let us identify simple particle ↑ with the precursor of electron and the cluster
of particles ↑↓↑↓↑ with the precursor of proton. The probability of finding such a cluster is
given by
w =
(
1
2
)5
. (1)
Equilibrium between the precursors of protons and the precursors of electrons is defined by
the proton-electron mass difference. The proton-electron ratio is given by
Np
Ne
=
(
1
2
)5 (me
mp
)
2
(2)
Let us assume that, at T = me, precursors of electrons annihilate into photons, and
precursors of protons transit into protons, with the same number of precursors of electrons
transit into electrons. Extraction of protons and electrons leads to the appearance of the
electric charge. Baryon-photon ratio at T = me is given by
Nb
Nγ
=
1
2
×
3
4
×
Np
Ne
(3)
1
where fraction 1/2 takes into account survived electrons, and fraction 3/4 takes into account
relation between fermions and bosons. Calculations yield the value Nb/Nγ = 3.5× 10
−9.
The observed value of Nb/Nγ lies in the range 2 − 15 × 10
−10 [2]. Let us assume that
the most fraction of baryonic matter decays into non-baryonic matter during the evolution
of the universe. Estimate baryon number density at T = me from the modern total mass
density of the universe. According to the model of the universe with the linear evolution
law [3], mass density of the universe is given by
ρ =
3
4piGt2
. (4)
Modern age of the universe is given by
t0 = tP lα
(
TP l
T0
)2
. (5)
From this the modern age of the universe is equal to t0 = 1.06 × 10
18 s, and the modern
mass density of the universe is equal to ρ0 = 3.19× 10
−30 g cm−3. Then the baryon number
density at T = me is nb = ρ0/mp = 1.9 × 10
−6 cm−3. While adopting the observed photon
number density as nγ = 550 cm
−3 [4], the baryon-photon ratio at T = me is equal to
Nb/Nγ = 3.5× 10
−9.
In the standard theory of primordial nucleosynthesis [5], neutron-proton ratio freezes out
at T ≈ 1 MeV. If baryons arise at T = me, neutron-proton ratio freezes out at T ≤ me ≈
0.5 MeV that leads to the decrease of the freezed out neutron-proton ratio.
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